Pakistan Mother Languages Literature Festival

A unique and first of its kind opportunity to experience and explore Pakistan’s linguistic and cultural diversity. Pakistan Mother Languages Literature Festival has now become an essential part of Federal Capital’s cultural and literary scene. We are all set to bring back a lot of colors of Pakistan’s languages, literature and music for the 4th consecutive year. Come and meet the writers, artists and cultural activists from more than 15 Pakistani languages.

KEY EVENTS

- Opening Ceremony - Saturday, 16 February 2019, 10.00 am
- Closing Ceremony & Multi Lingual Music Evening - Sunday, 17 February, 2019, 6.00 pm
- Launching of New Books in Pakistani Mother Languages
- Discussions on Poetry, Fiction, Folk Literature and other aspects of Pakistani Mother Languages
- Scientific and Literary Attractions for Children
- Mobile Library
- Book Stalls of Mother Languages Books
- Food Courts

Most proceedings of the festival will be in Urdu. You are encouraged to come dressed in your cultural attire.

#mllf2019

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CORPORATE SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE

https://web.facebook.com/ICF.isb/
indusculturalforum@gmail.com
@ICFPakistan